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1. Introductory remarks. Deep connections of the classical geometric func-

tion theory with the general methods of multidimensional complex analysis and

holomorphic fiberings above Teichmiiller spaces have been discovered lately. Some

related results are given in the present paper.

First of all, the problem concerning the relation between Carathdodory
and Teichmiiller metrics is solved on arbitrary finite-dimensional Teichmiiller spaces

and the universal Teichmiiller space. The key theorems 1 and 2 statethatthese metrics

do not coincide. Hence, as the most important corollary, we obtain the general result

that no sufficient condition for the ft-quasiconformal extendability of analytic func-
tions defined on a simply connected plane domain bounded by a quasicircle (i.e.

quasidisc), which is expressed in terms of inequalities for analytic functionals, can

coincide with the necessary ones. As another application, we obtain an essential

strengthening of the area principle and its corollaries which play the fundamental
role in the univalent function theory.

2. preliminaries and notations. Denote: g:{z:xliy€C: Imz>0}, (J*:
{z(C: lmz=O}, A:{z(C: lzl=l\; e(z',2') is the hyperbolic metric in / of
Gauss curvature K:-4, i.e., with the differential element dq:ldzll0-l"l\.
Considering functions from Z-(U) we assume them extended on U* by identical
zerc. Let Br(U*) be the complex Banach space of functions holomorphic tn U*
with the norm llEll:supu,* lz-Zl2lq(z)1, A(U) be the (closed) subspace in Lr(U)
formed by integrable holomorphic functions in U.

Lei T be the universal Teichmiiller space which we consider to be realized (up

to a biholomorphic isomorphism) as a bounded domain in the space Br(U*) filled
by Schwarzian derivatives

o _(*"(t)'l'_ 1 (*"(r))'
"'-(w'Q)) 2\w'(z))

of univalent analytic functions w(z) in U* admitting quasiconformal extension on U
(this domain lies in the ball {llEll=6}).
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Consider the ball

B(U) : {p(L-(C): Flu.:0, llpll = 1}

and quasiconformal automorphisms wr(z) of the Riemann sphere ö with Beltrami
coefficients p<B(U), which leave 0, 1 and - fixed. Up to an isometric isomorphism
Zis also the factor of the ball ,B(U) with respect to the equivalence relation: p-y
if wql*:wnln, supplied with the structure of the complex Banach manifold by its
biholomorphic immersion into Br(U*) in the above way; then the projection

(1) A@): Sw*: B(U) - Bz(U*)

is also holomorphic.
On the space Z one defines the intrinsic Teichmiiller metric r, , the Carathdodory

metric c, and the Kobayashi metric ftr. Recall that

t(E,t): f inf logK(wro(w";-t;

by all FQ.Q-t1*7, v€a-lur) (r(w";:(t +lloll-)/(l -ll"ll-)), cr(E,{):
:sup{a("f(q),f(fu))lf: r-t holomorphic} and kr(E,/) is the greatest of all
pseudometrics d on ? satisfying the inequality d(f(z),f(O)=p1t,0 for all holo-
morphic f: Å*7.

We shall also consider finite-dimensional Teichmiiller spaces T(g, n) for Rie-
mann surfaces of finite type (g, n),2g-2-ln=0, replacing the index Tby T(g,n)
in the notations of the metrics.

3. Carathdodory and Kobayashi metrics. Fromthegeneral propertiesofinvariant
metrics and extremal quasiconformal mappings it easily follows that for each of the
spaces T and T(g,n) the relation

c(E,.lt) = k(q, rlt) = r(E,l1)

holds. Due to Royden's theorem [6], kr,,D:rrk,ny. To find out when the Carath6o-
dory metric coincides with the majorizing Kobayashi metric is one of the general

problems of complex manifolds. For arbitrary Teichmiiller spaces such a problem
has not been solved yet.

The following two theorems are connected with the solution of this problem and
are also the basis for subsequent results.

Theorem l. In finite-dimensional Teichmilller spaces T(g,n) of dimension ex-
ceeding 2 the Cmathöodory metric does not coincide with the Teichmilller-Kobayashi
hyperbolic metric.

Theorem 2. The Carathöodory metric of the uniuersal Teichmi)ller space T does

not coincide with the Teichmilller metric, namely, in the neighbourhood of euery point

Eo(T there exist points tp for which cr(E, Eo)=rr(E, Eo).

(2)
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Theorem I was proved in the author's paper [1] for closed surfaces with punc-

tures, and in a stronger formulation, similar to Theorem 2 (the detailed presentation

is given in t2l). The basic scheme of this proof is also valid for the spaces 7(g,0)
of closed surfaces of genus g>2, bltit demands some modification of the arguments

used in [], namely, one should pass over to an analytic submanifold in 7(g,0) (of
lower dimension for g>2) formed by hyperelliptic surfaces.

This idea of a "descent" on a submanifold can be used to prove Theorem2,btt,
unlike the finite-dimensional case, the situation here gets considerably more compli-

cated. Let us outline the scheme of the proof. The details will be presented elsewhere.

Since the space 7is homogeneous, it is sufficient to establish the statement of the

theorem for the point 9o:6 and to consider only some neighbourhood -Ä/o of this

point in T. Due to the local nature it is more convenient to use the corresponding

differentialforms c(E; 0,k(E;0,f@; O of the above metrics ontangentbundle
T(T) and,moreover, one only needs values of these differential metrics on the tangent

space 7o(7) of Z in 0 (note that fr is a Finsler structure on T(T) generating rr).
Suppose that the equality c7(E,0):r7 (E,0) holds for all rp(No. Then we

obtain from (2) that for all tangent vectors KfrQ) there should be

c(0;€):k(0;O:P(0;€).(3)

Now fix the points xt, x2,..., x"€A\{0,1\, n13, and denote by An a linear hull
in A(U) of rational functions

Et (z) : z(z-1)(z-xr)' ..., QrQ) - z(z-1)(z-xn)'

For all E(ln consider in Iholomorphic discs {@(rg/lED}, ltl=1. One can show

that these discs fill some n-dimensional complex submanifold V, in the neighbour-

hood of zero in Z. The proof is based on some results of the theory of quasiconformal

mappings and the properties of the differential dO(0) of mapping (1) at zero. Vectors

tangent to V,(withrespect to the whole 7) determine in Zo(Z) an n-dimensional sub-

space which we denote by Q,.According to equality (3), for every element ecQ,
there exists a projector Pa: Q^-{t(}, t<C, with norm 1.

The basic goal now is to prove that in fact a projector for all ( cannot exist;

hence there follows the contradiction with the accepted assumption cr:xr. To

do this, we construct the operator Pf conjugated with P, and acting on the corre-

sponding z-dimensional subspace of the cotangent space T{ (f) which is isometrically

isomorphic to ln. Further arguments are presented by the scheme similar to that used

in []. One can verify that for all E:a1E1*art, where (ar, az)€Cz,

rlr (z) : (z - x,)l[z (z - I)(z - x')(z - xr)1, z(U,

and (:6q7D@llED the corresponding projectorP[ possesses the following im-

portant property: <p,(Ker P[. Further, the norm

(4) fJ.t) : ![ o lvr{')+ate)+tE,(z)ldx dy, t(R,
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is considered for fixed real a. From the relation

f,(0) : ll Pä,*o* (Er* at * tq,)llrrur 
= /)(t)

it follows on

equality

(5)

the basis of simple

B"f["

properties of inte gral (4) that for all a€R the

Qtl aV,t,ffidxdy -0

(6)

must hold. However, direct calculation shows that for small lal the integral in the
left-hand side of (5) is a fortiori distinct from zero.

4. Applications to univalent analytic functions. A) Let D be a Jordan domain in
ö, Q(O) be a class of normed univalent functions analytic in D, and let Qo(D) be

its subclass of functions ft-quasiconformally extendable on ö 10=/r= 1). Many nec-
essary conditions for quasiconformal extendability are presented by inequalities for
complex analytic functions f"(f): Q(D)-&, where .B is a Banach space and a is
a parameter belonging to an index set; of special interest is the case when a

family fl) determines every / uniquely. Let F" also be well defined and holo-
morphic as a function of Sr. We assume that Fo(M):0 for any normalized
Möbius-transformation M in Q@), and that llF"(flll=l in Q(D), where ll.ll
is the norm in B. Then for f(Qr,(D) we have by Schwarz's lemma that

llF"(.f)ll = k, a€A.

Let us state the general problem: is the realization ofthe inequality (6) for all a
also sufficient for the k-quasiconformal extendabiliiy of functions f(Q(D), i.e.,
does it follow from it that f(Qt(D)? One of its important special cases is the anal-
ogous question for Grunsky coefficient inequali'ies in the class X(k) posed by O.
Lehto in [5]; its negative solution was obtained by R. Ktihnau [3].Theorem 2 gives the
general result for any Fo:

Theorem 3. Let D be a simply connected domain ine bounded by a quasicircle.
Then no sfficient condition of form (6) for the k-quasiconformal extendability of func-
tionsfrom Q(D\ can coincide with the necessary one,i.e., there always exists afunc-
tion f(Q(D) for which lF"U)l=k for all q.(A, but ftQo@).

B) Let, as usual, )(ft) be a class of funciions f(z):z+arz-1+... univalent in
7*:{z6e : pl>l) with k-quasiconformal extension, and let A(f):(/mnu-,(f)),
nx,n:1,2, ..., be the Grunsky operator (matrix) for/(see, for instance, [4]) which
we regard as the operator 12*12. The following theorem essentially strengthens the
area principle of the univalent function theory.
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Theorem 4. There is the exact estimate a(0,lll("Dll)=cr(0,51). Hence for
any f€r(k) and x:(xn)<12 the inequality

(7) 12I,,=r/mn a^,Qfix^xnl s (th cr(O, sr))Zå, l*,1' = kZi=rlx)'

holds; besides there exist f(t(k) for which the right-hand side of (7) is q strict ine-

quality.

outline of the pioof. one can establish that A(fl holomorphically maps ? into

the unit ball 8(12*12) of the space of linear automorphisms of /2; therefore, due to

the properties of the Carathöodory metric,

c1(0, Sy) >- c611"*p1(0, A(fl) : a(0, lll(,Oll).

The last conclusion follows from Theorem 2.

Theorem I gives analogues of Theorems 3 and 4 for analytic functions compatible

with finitely generated quasi-Fuchsian groups of the first kind.
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